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"That spike protein, literally causing the lymphocytes to 
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Ruptured aorta can result from the spike protein in mRNA injection.

 

 

 

 

Full video from Dr. Drew

"Foot-Long Blood Clots" From mRNA, Says Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole w/ Dr Ke"Foot-Long Blood Clots" From mRNA, Says Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole w/ Dr Ke……

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SLp6B_kkRI
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I desperately need to know if this is only seen in vaxxed. My husband had a bad case of delta
(unvaxxed) and now has PVCs (palpitations) at 52. This seems like the canary in the coal
mine that no one wants to address…are those of us that had covid just experiencing a
demise??

Rita Kara Robinson homeopath out of the UK has a good long Covid detox. My husband
has had good success and still on the protocol

God bless governor DeSantis for being the first major politician to go after these companies.

Their EUA is null and void because of their deception.
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I’m in a clinic in Boston now where they still require masking. It’s sad to see the receptionist
who has to suffocate all day and still be friendly to clients. Whoever is responsible for the
shots and mask mandates needs to be held accountable in a court of law for torture vua
masks and murder vus bioweapon injections.

Take the vax, and you get smashed literally.

That explains why they don’t feel it coming, where they don’t get dizzy, don’t have chest pains,
they just die. What can we do about this? You can pray for a cleansing of the poisons from
your body and look to natural path assistance in health care
The evil that has been done to mankind from this jab is truly sickening.

The government wants to outlaw naturopathy and access to alternative health care
options even vitamins. Apparently they do not want anyone to survive and untimely death.
A new form of genocide. Is anyone keeping track? Denying farmers fertilizer to ultimately
reduce crop production and the worlds food supply. Truly these globalists want to murder
entire populations of the human race.

It all makes sense when you realize their goal is to reduce the global population to a
manageable level, per the Georgia Guidelines around 500,000,000. Prevent births by
reducing male sperm levels and kill infants before they can be born. Kill off seniors with lab
manufactured viruses. Cripple immune systems and cause anxiety and societal chaos through
isolation and pitting people against one another. Encourage new wars. This isn’t happening by
chance.
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Where do I find the “Georgia Guidelines”

Do you mean the Georgia Guidestones? They were outside Atlanta but were blown
up this year. You can find info on internet with a search.

The DOD is in the business of creating bioweapons not health miracles. This whole BS event
is so obviously orchestrated but I will gladly stay out of it as nobody wants to listen anyway
and I don’t give a crap about the Masses any more, just my own family.

Yeah, only a few of my friends are AWAKE

This is real sad

Horrifying

The vaccine has more ways to kill a person than a fleet of Navy ships.
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Just heard on Warroom, this just passed.
https://www.cnn.com/2022/12/08/health/children-bivalent-covid-vaccines/index.html

God help us.

They want people to get boosted every couple months, how will that effect the immune system
as time goes, and do the boosters have other effects?

Celine Dion, a victim of the experimental shots, has convinced herself (and is now trying
to convince others) to take the boosters because, in her mentally unstable mind, taking
them will improve immunity over time. 🤡

The extreme mental disorders this plandemic has created is beyond the pale.

https://twitter.com/patriotrnusa/status/1600860688410370048?s=42

I don’t give that hag a pass do to her alleged mental state. Promoting this shot
makes one culpable in another’s death.

For many after one of these death shots there is no real “as time goes on”.

Thank you Kane for this excellent video. I watched the the whole interview and
agree with most posters that this is genocide. The cellular science of it is very well
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documented and scary. If you did happen to get the vaccine and are
susceptible to the clots, a supplement called Nattokinase is thought to be the reason that the
Japanese (who naturally consume a lot of this) aren’t prone to the clots even after getting the
vaccine. Another part of the video asks the medal community ask questions and other
pathologists to stain cancerous and postmortem tissues to look for the spike concentrations,
good luck with that. He said “one who doesn’t read is no better off than someone who is
illiterate”.

So what can someone do, if they took the jab to prevent the spike from killing you?

Look up dr zelenko z-Dtox for those that took the jab; has some recommendations

It’s like a Western World Jonestown happening. Russia and China have their own vaccines
and I wonder if they knew better to make theirs non-genocidal.

And non gmo./s

No kidding.
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DontTrustAndVerify

Thank you Dr. Cole, Dr. Drew and the lady Dr. for the much needed info. May God keep you
safe.

The people that run the world think there are too many of us, and in particular, too many of us
with high standards of living. Maybe they’re right. Either way, they believe this has reached the
point of existential threat, and the herd needs culling, stat.

There are never too many people. Mankind is the crown of God’s creation; God creates
each life and values each and every one! Don’t believe the lie that the earth can’t support
humanity! Totalitarianism, wars, crime, civil unrest make resources hard to get in certain
places, but there is plenty for all if evil people would stop screwing things up!

The three missing elements with people was first “Trusting“ 2nd was “Critical thinking“ and 3rd
“Fear” hindsight is 20/20 I remember seeing on CFP there were a few that said they were
going to get the jab, there were many who begged them not to. I wonder just how many
brothers and sisters here had taken the jab vs those who didn’t. I came close but followed my
gut instinct and didn’t fall for the trap. For those of you here that fell for the lie. Please let us
know how your doing and how many jabs you took. I doubt we’ll see many responses but
we’re praying for you just the same.

I remember early on when Covid appeared to be far more dangerous and that the
percentage of affected that were dying was much higher than it really was. I was hoping a
vaccine would come out so me and those I cared about who were at higher risk could
have that choice. Then, thanks to the people here at CFP, caution was being given and
once I started hearing more and looking in to it, I knew it wasn’t something to rush out and
get.
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I’m a Christian, and my guiding verse has been Philippians 1:21. So they couldn’t grab my
attention on the fear. My second guiding section has been 2 Thessalonians 2. So I was
patient to seek out and love the truth. After all Jesus IS truth and all truths find their
inception in Him and all lies are opposed to Him. We are called on to love, but love
without truth is not possible, 1 Corinthians 13.

This of course does not mean I am always right. Rather, I allow factual information to
redirect me.

So at the start, I used data to determine that there was indeed something unusual and
deadly happening, I was open to taking good measures to protect and defend, but I
demanded data to prove their worth. Early on I read studies referenced at the CDC that
showed masks, surgical masks, and even N95 and certainly cloth, we’re not useful in
preventing the spread of respiratory disease. These studies predate Covid19 and were
done , some of them, in an effort to see what would protect hospital staff, so they were
done well. It shocked me that so many believed the lie on masks when the information,
good information, was already out there.

I try to avoid new drugs for my family because it takes decades of use to identify all the
side effects and sometimes a “safe” drug is pulled because it’s actually deadly. So I
reserved judgment. Until I began examining the studies CDC used to justify giving the
shots to pregnant women. If you examine the data presented, you find that the first two
studies show major issues. The first, from NEJM, shows more than 8 in 10 women who
received the shot during the first and second trimester and were followed through to the
conclusion of the pregnancy miscarried. The narrative of the article lies, but when you
examine the data the truth is thereto be had. I was amazed to find that many people who I
told this to, even showed it to, could not reconcile in their minds that a trusted human
institution would lie. That’s a no brained to me: only God is worthy of my undiluted trust.
He is never wrong and never deceptive.

At the start I told people of my hesitancy with a new and rushed pharmaceutical, but said
they would have to make their own choices of course. Later I warned, when I had data.

I don’t despise people who fell for the promise; the pressure was high.

What I do struggle with is the way the church embraced the fear and trusted man made
institutions instead of consulting the word of God.

Not all churches
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Miss Libertas

If the Apostle Paul were here today, he surely would have written a letter to the
Church of America.

The Bible tells us to test all things. We are to be THINKING people!

What church…aren’t they all compromised…at least the hierarchy… at this point…
pope said getting the vax was a gift of love..

I had a friend, 29 yo, who died of a massive stroke. Good person. Angelic really. This jab
has been such a plague on innocent people. I never got it, but people are gonna do what
they wanna do. I just pray they see the Light… the devils in the details.

I did not take it despite pressure from my employer, the U.S. Government. Still to this day
they are trying to fire me for non-compliance. Please call your congressmen and ask them
to pass legislation that President cannot demand this of all federal workers and
contractors.
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Hang in there! I have friends who are nurses, and while their co-workers caved
during the multiple stages of threats from the hospital (get the jab by such-and-
such a date or face termination), my friends protected their bodily integrity and are
STILL employed there!! And the hospital CEO who was so tyrannical is now fired!
Don’t know the reason for his being given the boot but this is certainly a measure
of justice!!

So a report that came out of Sweden in late 2021 about Covid deaths revealed that deaths
from Covid were very low with those that got initial shot, then next was unvaccinated,
then it skyrocketed with the booster.

I gave a few family members who are older and got shot and are still alive. I feel like the
meds like metformin and others are what keeping them going if they got the booster. But
for the healthy that got the shot and are not on meds may be a different issue. My friend
who is fit as a horse, ran miles for his workout. Took 2nd pfizer (I think) and developed
blood clots within 8 hrs of receiving the shot

Q: Can you get the Spike Protein from a vaccinated person, even if you haven’t had the jab?

There is talk of “shedding” of the mRna from vaxxed to unvaxxed by close contact.

I don’t think its the mRNA, but the spike protein.
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I’m starting to worry about even hugging vaxxed friends! And what about
eating at restaurants, breathing near the vaxxed, touching things they’ve
touched? Being a germ-a-phobe was one thing, but now it’s like we have to
think about being mRNA-o-phobes!

I think they’ve said yes.

yeah, it is because there is shedding…i don’t know why they more research on
shedding…i don’t think is as bad if not injected and it maybe if you don’t inject you can
detox it…lots of questions, but i would take everything they can help you get rid of it…just
to be on the safe side. don’t have sex with non pure bloods. no kissing and don’t breathe
when you are in a room full of jabbed idiots.

As for the reports of possible shedding, I wonder if there is a test we can get to see if we have
traces of the vaccine in us even if we never took the jab.

Hidden Agendas

sort of. Control, Depopulation & Wealth is pretty obvious.
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Cole lives here in Idaho and back in the beginning of all this madness came out very early with
our new Lt. Gov And desperately warned people not to take the jab..a true Patriot.

Funny how the people who believe the climate change garbage Don’t realize the entire plan is
about genocide. So the people pretending that they care about others taking the jab are just
committing suicide.

Their climate agenda can only be achieved with about a billion people in the population.
Those people never read the green new steal, it includes their lives.

“they can’t even protect the borders and they think they can control the temperature of the
earth? ” Steve Moore, economist

If the SARS-CoV-2 pathogen & the so-called vaccine were purposely released to an
unsuspecting world in order to achieve population control, ….and that is my personal
belief….then what we have is a global death cult headed by elite Leftists, with abortion at one
end of the death spectrum, medically assisted suicide like we’re seeing in Canada & death by
injectable “vaccines”. The Dem party has been subscribing to a death cult, depopulation world
view for a long time, but the Klaus Schwabs of the world have put warp speed on it.
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Your theory is self-defeat though. The people most likely to fall for the vaccine induced
culling are the same people the elites would want left over to hand-feed them grapes.

They don’t care about that. They will go for us next in some other way. The people
who support the left are ignorant and stupid. They can’t see past their behind, they
just follow. We on the other hand don’t do that, so in the long run they probably
have a plan for us. Once they take our guns away it’s off to the races.

So then you know, don’t let them have your guns and the survivors can
exterminate the “elites” once the dems die off.

I often wonder what their plan is for us pure bloods?

Transhumanism is the goal. Transgenderism is the warm-up act. Robotics is the
science. Robots will be feeding the grapes, not humans.

Nah, I think they want people around to serve them. I think they get off on
degrading them. They want to feed us bugs and have us drinking recycled
sewage. They are sick and twisted and get off on the subjected
humiliations.
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All they’ll have left will be undesirables and ‘deplorables’.

They are going to have a lot of Chinese, Russians and Africans who aren’t
jabbed with what we have in the western world still left around.

Not entirely true. I know people who took it, tearfully abd extremely reluctantly to
save their jobs. Thankfully, Governor DeSantis eliminated the forced vaccinations
to keep your job in the State of Florida.

Didn’t DeSantis and Trump both get the jab? Unless it was saline of course

Well said and you nailed it! These people are demonic.

Eugenics never went away.
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All intentional. All of it

Don’t you all know that it’s climate change causing all of this? LOL

Think of the people you love who have taken this. Only time will tell us what percentage of
those suffer this side effect. What if it is your child’s bus driver? The commuter behind you on
the interstate? The pilot flying your airplane? The doctor performing surgery on you during
your procedure?

Incredibly terrifying and sad.

I have thought of this!! I get incredibly antsy when I am driving, constantly looking in my
rearview mirror wondering if the person behind me is going to stop.

I recall some Scandinavian country that requires at least one commercial airline pilot to be
unvaccinated.

I DO live in fear for my two adult sons and their wives Plus my grandson who fell for the
lies. Also many other family members. They All begged and even shamed my husband
and I. We are both in our 60’s have had covid and survived just fine. Recently caught this
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extreme outbreak of the flu going around (btw first time in many years) it was Much worse
than covid. Go figure.

The company’s manufacturing facilities in Portage, Michigan; should be having their offices
raided at any time now. Oh wait … that’ll never happen because they’re analyzing the data on
the side effects of the poison. It’s talking too long to kill people and they need to refile
paperwork for emergency use authorization on their NDE.

Pay attention to Dr. Cole as he has been telling the truth since august 2021 when his practice
saw a 20 percent increase in uterine cancer. He began to ask the questions and then he
began to see other side effects. He is correct when he says we are only in the short effects ;
we are just beginning to enter long term..

I learned in my 9th grade biology class, yes 9th grade, many years ago; the a corona virus is
never the same. Ten people may have a cold and each virus is different because viruses are
so smar. But our bodies when their immune system is up to snouff, will fight. Now “the they’
are agreeing tha D3 is vital to fighting covid. Are you kidding? Knew this long ago but so many
we led by the nose and id no research.

Why is the flu, RSV, and other respiratory viruses so virulent this year? Well, people ot’s
because we were shut up for so long creating a weakened immune system. And our children
are paying the price. If all these strategies worked, China would be covid free. Autralia would
be covid free…. They are not.

End to rant…apologies!

It’s the sun, son.

Never apologise for telling the truth! You are spot on! I paid attention in biology class in
the early seventies, keep your immune system up, eat well, add supplements if needed.
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Teach the young to do what they can to remain healthy, stay away from the candy
flavored poisons promoted everyday on the tv and media.

Well being shut up is one reason. The other is that as soon as the shot is administered,
50% of white blood cells are wiped out. Then before they have the chance to regenerate,
they give you another jab and ouila, another 50 % of that 50% is gone. People’s immune
systems have been completely eradicated. Then you have Dr Malone talking about the
shedding and how the protein is somehow transferring to people that did NOT get the
vaccine. If that is truly the case, the shot is a bigger biological weapon than covid ever
thought about being. And people are willingly injecting themselves with the poison. I don’t
think Dr Evil could have came up with a better plan. I mean they did wargame the covid
pandemic, so obviously they knew if they drove the fear factor like they did, people would
rush for the cure without asking questions. Looks like they were right.

Dr. Cole highlighted the brain micro-clots. That plugs right into comments made by another
user and me about the 28 year old woman who dropped dead and others on video who did so
as well.

Apparently these tiny clots cause the sufferer to look (sometimes spin and flail) around as if
being swarmed by invisible insects.

I watched a video about these sudden deaths…like a little clip…where they were basically
saying the people dying were being hunted by demons…scared the crap out of me.

It could definitely be the case of brilliantly playing both ends thru the middle to set up our
nation for an easy divide and conquer scenario. After watching all the evidence and testimony
presented at Sen Ron Johnson’s conference with our hero medical experts yesterday, if
Trump doesn’t take heed and walk it all back, that will prove his allegiance to evil and the
ultimate enslavement of humanity.
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trump doesn’t just need to walk it back, he needs to lead the charge in pushing for
investigations and corruption in big pharma, big tech and all companies who pushed this
farcical “vaccine” on the people. if he isn’t prepared to do that, he should just ride into the
sunset.

I’d rather see someone else with more credibility do it. Trump was all in on this
early on, attaching his ego to warp speed while showing no concerns. I don’t have
a lick of confidence in him in tackling this and neither do many others. No one in
the middle is going to listen to him. There has to be better out there.

You couldn’t imagine what Trump is up against… Publicly claim the vaxx is dangerous
and they will destroy him in the MSM. Publicly claim the vaxx is good and they will
destroy him in the MSM. He’s smart – he’s walking the line and playing the long game. In
the end, those who never understood his position on the vaxx will understand.

If he was all the smart, he would have been asking the critical questions before he
rolled this thing out on us. Trump failed us big time on this. I don’t want to hear
squat out of him now other than an admission to his failure and an apology for it.
Until he can at least do that, he’s not worth a nickel in this battle to us.

Listen to Dr Cole (14;00 thru 15 :00)
Frightening
and maddening
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Looks like unless we stop it
a lot more ‘experimental vax’ is on the way
for a variety of ailments.

CDC and FDA were allowed
to put the “camel’s nose” of garbage medicine
into the tent. Now they want the whole camel inside!

Many of the folks in my family and social circles who took the clot shot keep getting sick with
covid, colds, and flu. They are lucky it’s not cancer or a stroke yet. I keep praying for them. I
warned family not to get the jab. They ignored me.

Same here. Family and friends rolled their eyes at my urging them to hold off until more
safety data was available. Many of them rushed to take it, so they could continue
indulging themselves with concerts, travel, dining, parties and other worldly pleasures. A
young woman 7 months pregnant followed her doctors advice to get injected. Her baby
cries all the time and seems to have developmental issues. Another has two teenage
sons injected. They go thru wave after wave of illnesses. Their young lives put at risk for
blind compliance, willful ignorance and self-indulgence. I can’t imagine the guilt parents
will feel when they realize what they’ve done. Putting their faith in the system and
sacrificing their own children for lifestyle choices. Those who dwell on the Earth…

At least they rolled their eyes at you. My family yelled at me and uninvited me to
all events and gatherings. Naturally, they’ve all since been sick and by the grace of
God I’m doing fine. I’m so thankful to you and everyone else here for the daily
reminders I’m not alone and we definitely did the right thing,

So proud of your strength. I caved got 2 shots…guilt from older family, and
a cf bff, …but fortunately my immediate family woke up ( hubby, 2 adult
children) and will never take the boosters or anything ever again. Moved (
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fled) to Florida….praying all the healthy life choices, supplements and
sunshine ☀ and freedom restores our immune system. � BE PROUD OF
YOUR INNER RESOLVE. YOU ARE NOT ALONE. 💐

My husband and I got the first 2 shots too. Never ever will we take
any boosters. My husband and I both got covid amd now we have
natural immunity! I hate that our friends kids told them that if they
didn’t get the jab, they couldn’t see their Grandkids. What a crock of
crap. If we try to talk to our family and friends that believe in all the
boosters and stuff, they won’t listen to us so we don’t even try
anymore.

As a lifelong resident of the Free State of Florida, all I can say is
“Welcome home!” and I’m glad you’re here.

My daughter screamed in my face that if I didn’t get the Venom I was going
to die. This was 2yrs ago and all I had said was, why? People are still
getting Covid, what’s the point? Well, here we are, my husband and I
haven’t gotten the Venom and we have had Covid, and we are still here. We
know now the “cure” is way worse than the disease. My daughter is not a
bad person by any means, she was scared for us, and I have forgiven her
for that day, but I will never forget. I will NEVER forgive the people that did
this to us.

My 30 yr old one very healthy daughter who is 125 lbs and did yoga daily was threatened
to loose job or get shot so she got 1 shot. She had a stroke a couple months later and
spent 9 days in a hospital on dangerous blood thinners Thank God she recovered fully but
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she is always sick and weak. She had mono and has reoccurring boils in her ear. Also
every single family member that got that shot is ALWAYS SICK and acheing.

My heart, love and prayers are with your daughter and your family….�💐
❤….keep telling your story….ppl need to wake up…ty for your strength.

Here’s a link to Senator Ron Johnsons round table discussion on what the “vaxs” are, how
they work, and possible causes of injuries. Held on December 7, 2022.
https://rumble.com/v1ze4d0-covid-19-vaccines-what-they-are-how-they-work-and-possible-
causes-of-injuri.html

He was just on a round table discussion with Robert F. enemy of Children’s Health
Defense.

I’ve heard the event (of the aorta “splitting”) is incredibly painful… just before you die.

Whoever designed this poison is truly evil.

So, tho pureblood, the thanksgiving holiday brought my delightful nephews and nieces up…
and covid. It finally got me. Better in about a week, but am I correct in understanding that I
indeed have that freaking spike protein coursing through me?
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I believe God lessened the effect of Covid19 and that your body will be purified of spike
proteins. Just continue living, get zinc from your food, sunshine, vitamins, minerals, etc.

______________

The vaccines are a different matter. That is a choice people make. Some are coerced.
So, the deaths from vaccines will hit both the worshippers of drugs and doctors as well as
the innocent, like children and those who felt they truly had no choice to keep a job to
provide for their families, or live in countries where it was mandated, etc. The good news
for decent people who may die of the vaccine is that when your body dies, you as a
spiritual being, will not be affected by any genetically modified cells.

(That’s providing you are a spiritual being. Methinks some earthlings are artificials, not
true spirits.)

St Peter at the Pearly Gates – Question:

Did you worship doctors and drugs instead of true spirituality?

Not really. When most people get covid the virus stays in their upper respiratory system
and multiplies there. The immune system usually stops upper respiratory infections before
they’re able to enter the bloodstream. In this case the viral spike proteins wouldn’t be
freely circulating through the blood.

But when you get the jab or any other vaccine, you’re bypassing several layers of your
body’s natural defenses and injecting toxins directly into your bloodstream where they can
potentially directly interact with almost any of the body’s tissues and organs, including the
heart.
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That’s right. There is a difference. Physically and spiritually.
(You’ll see what I mean when mine of December 8, 2022 2:56 am appears after
moderation.)

It’s a weird pathogen… and why wouldn’t it be? It was created in a lab.
But here’s the thing you need to understand… catching Covid and having an immune
response as you get over it, is a totally different protective profile, than getting
vaccinated.

The “vaccine” (IT’S NOT A VACCINE… it’s a “biologic”) tricks your cells into becoming a
spike protein manufacturing machine (amongst a slew of other things that even the
manufacturers don’t completely understand) and forces an immune response to the spike
protein. You body is reacting to the spike protein, but it is not reacting to the other
constituents of a viral infection. The virus lipid layers, and other parts of the virus cause a
bunch of different dynamic immune factors to respond, and these are a coordinated
response to Covid and other viruses, and they retain “memory” of how to fight that same
pathogen, should it be encountered.

How long the spike proteins circulate in your body after having Covid, I’m not sure… but
your bodies total immune system mounts a response, attacks the virus, accelerates
apoptosis of infected and damaged cells, etc… and “takes out all the trash and dumps it”
as you get past the infection.

Congratulations are in order now. You are now inoculated against some kinds of
coronavirus, in a way that is far far superior to the CV19 jabs.

FWIW, that fact is Virology and Immunology 101… and didn’t suddenly become null and
void, and make all the textbooks of the last 3 to 5 decades wrong. It’s not a magic virus,
and the textbooks are STILL correct.

Whether revisions of them will be gaslit as hell, like the worlds population, remains to be
seen.

The people who wouldn’t speculate about having and recovering from Covid, and whether
it would impart some immune response against future infections, are a disgrace to
science… and should be shunned and considered dangerous to the well being of people.
Based on all previous knowledge of viral infection… it would have been more than fair to
believe there was a high likelihood that prior infection imparted at least some
immunological benefit against a future exposure of Covid and some variants.
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The issue is tethered spike with natural infection vs untethered spike with the jab. It’s the
untethered spike that is a toxin.

Detox as if it were.
Ive added Glutathione and Quercetin to my vitamin lineup.

Add NAC

NAC as you get it OTC as a supplement is nigh on useless. The key is
getting the N-acetyl cysteine directly to the innate immune cells that can
actually use it. If you can get it in an inhaler, for example, that’ll help
tremendously with respiratory inflammation. If it has to be digested first…
you’re lflushing it down the loo, and that’s literally all you’re doing.

Better to add the components of GSH than GSH itself. NAC, glycine, glutamine,
alpha lipoid acid, etc.

Multivitamin, Vitamin D 10,000mg, Zinc 50 mg and Vitamin C 1,000mg daily. And
for those who took the clot shot…start taking Nattokinase which will dissolve any
clots and keep them from forming.
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Vitamin K for the win!

Ty for this info….i will find this for my husband and I asap ( my adult
children too)

Note: V at December 8, 2022 7:15 am with the pink face is not me. And I
don’t endorse what was written there. Have not seen any proof that vaccine-
caused clots will dissolve.

No what you now have is lifelong immunity to the worst symptoms of the bug. Just ask
the people who caught bird flu 18 years ago, they still have the acquired immunity to this
very day, yes you can ask them as they’re still ALIVE!

Be sure to take a daily aspirin for a couple of months. my boss and sister in law both had
mini-strokes post covid infection. Both unvaxxed. In my SIL’s case her d-dimer test
(blood clotting) was quite high.
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Yes, but much less than the vax. You should go to worldcouncilforhealth.org. They have
recommendations for clearing it. Ivermectin, for one, but others. Nigella Sativa is good.
Can buy at amazon or health food stores. The WCFH recommends several OTC products
for this. Google “nigella sativa covid”. Impressive results. Quercetin good too.

Nope…you have natural immunity and are a pueblood..

Your body’s immune is an incredible fighting machine when in good order and most us do
have decent ones. The Natural Killer cells of your body basically shakes hands with every
cell in your body daily and kills the ones that it does not recognize. The vaccine messes
with your NK cells and other white cells that fight “bad cells”. .

Ruptured Aortic aneurysm is what killed Conway Twitty.

Trump is part of this don’t kid yourself. He is still pushing this. Break away from the cult and
use some critical thinking.oThers are red flags every where

I know you’re a digital dem – bot probably in another country that hates the Orange
man,but c’mon man what does he have to do with the Moderna clot shot executives who
can’t be investigated or looked into by law for 66 years when all of us are dead?
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Fugetabougit…BOT

We have a three letter infiltrater, they are bein hm paid extra right now. The propaganda
isn’t working, Georgia and Arizona were too obviously stolen.

Downvotes for the truth. Smh

Yerass!

Please seek help for your Trump Deranged syndrome.

I know. He stopped at the rallies touting that he created Warp Speed because of the
booing he received. he allowed himself to be manipulated by those who ran the CDC and
FDA. All of it lies. And I am a conservative and love this country not a Democratic troll.
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and Trump is too weak to admit when he does make a mistake. I voted for him
twice but I’m off the train. We need better right now. He’s not the man that can lead
this fight. I wish those who worship the man and think he’s perfect can start to
wake up. He’s holding us back.

Democrats are the cult. Trump has not been in office in years and you still prop him up as
the straw man for your hate. Democrats were demanding lockdowns. Democrats were
demanding masks on children. Democrats granted immunity to Big Pharma. Democrats
have been spending trillions of dollars on climate lies. Democrats got 13 soldiers killed in
Afghanistan. Democrats started the war in Ukraine. Democrats do not answer any
questions that are pertinent. Democrats have pushed sexualized classrooms for young
children. Democrats have opened up the border. Democrats are the enemy of America. If
you still vote democrat after all the crimes they committed, you’re either a low info voter
or an ordained cult member.

I voted for Trump and it’s still easy to see that he’s culpable as well with this. Whether he
was duped and got his ego all wrapped up in warp speed, or even worse, that he’s all in
with the globalists (which I personally don’t believe but you shouldn’t completely rule out
anything right now.) As I said, I voted for Trump twice too but I don’t worship the guy. It
does appear that we have far too many fellow MAGA that can’t see past some things.
Those labeling some of us as cultists aren’t all that far off at times. A lot more in MAGA
need to wake up more than they already have.

It’s not only mRNA vaccines doing the harm. There are also non-mRNA vaccines using a
different technique for delivery than mRNA such as AstraZeneca and Johnson and Johnson,
which also instruct the body’s cells to create endless spike proteins, the wrecking balls causing
the internal damage, not to mention whatever else is in the “vaccines.” (And the latest non-
mRNA vaccine, Novavax, directly injects spike proteins.) Spike proteins were first seen in the
HIV/AIDS virus. Covid19 which has 4 HIV inserts (spike proteins), thus man-made, and the
vaccines are causing AIDS, faster, more lethal and with worse side effects.

See this, from the beast’s mouth – https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/covid-19-vaccine-
comparison
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That writeup by Yale Medicine contains clear descriptions of how each of the above-listed
Covid vaccines deliver the spike proteins. They are actually bragging about it.

Don’t be fooled that it’s just ‘mRNA” causing the damage. It’s all of them.

LINK:

The 9 Indian scientists in January 2020 found the man-made 4 HIV inserts of spike proteins in
Covid-19.

https://web.archive.org/web/20200131195339/https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.01
.30.927871v1.full.pdf

Part of the Merriam Webster online definition of “spike protein” has this:

“Using a powerful imaging technique … , researchers from the National Institutes of
Health, Weill Cornell Medical College and Yale University School of Medicine observed
the motions of key proteins on the surface of HIV called spike proteins.
— Emily Mullin

— called also S protein”

___________________

So, what has yet to be fully exposed and known to all is whether these spike
proteins, thus HIV itself, under Fauci, was manmade in the early eighties.

In Dec 2021 CFP commenter “Something New 4 Once” wrote:

“AIDS – Man-made Holocaust. The fact that AIDS is a man-made virus created in U.S.
laboratories has been covered up. By Jason Jeffrey

Re 4 July 1984 Indian Daily Patriot published re Ft. Detrick, MD, report from anonymous
US whistleblower. CIA and W.H.O. and NIH were involved.

British Sunday Express 26 Oct 1986 “AIDS made in lab. Shock.” Quoted British expert Dr.
John Seale and Berlin Prof . Jacob Segal.”

—————————————

See earlier research at CFP – THE HUNT FOR PROOF

IS THE “SPIKE PROTEIN” MANMADE – THE SPIKE PROTEIN WHICH OCCURS IN
HIV, COVID19 AND IN VACCINES (Novavax) AND THE OTHER VACCINES INSTRUCT
THE CELLS TO CREATE THE SPIKE PROTEINS.

That hunt included looking for patents for the spike protein itself, because a patent would
prove it was man-made. The hunt was successful. Others have found even more proof in
patents.
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https://archive.is/hI5Zd
https://archive.is/VgAsq
https://archive.is/zInLY

I regret that I have but only one thumbs-up for this post. Thanks, V

I live in the southeast where you can seldom buy ice cream that hasn’t been refrozen. My only
hope is that for those whom I love who got the hokey pokey maybe their batch of that poison
lost it’s deadliness during unpacking, etc.🤞�😓

My hope for those I care about and all the innocents who were duped or coerced into
taking it is that the large majority will survive it. I also fear what is the next thing they are
going to try to shove down our throats should this vaccine not do a strong enough damage
to the population. I can’t imagine a world wide famine is on the agenda. I don’t know how
they could pull that off without causing massive upheaval of the world’s populations that
could endanger everything they are planning.

… except that massive upheaval of the world’s population is exactly what they are
planning.

Yes, but they are going to have too keep it measured and contained. It can
get to the point that it unravels what they are trying to accomplish. There
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will still be people who hold power and influence who will rise against them
once they realize the target is on them and their family’s backs too.
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